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PowerGen by Qnergy 

April 26, 2019 

 
Description  
PowerGen is a remote power solution that uses vent 
gas, fuel gas or propane to generate electricity through 
a Stirling engine.  PowerGen is available in two models 
that produce either 1200 or 5,650 Watts of grid-quality 
electricity. The combustion can directly help reduce site 
venting and as part of an electrification solution to 
achieve lower overall emissions. 
 
The engine design is called the Free Piston Stirling 
Engine (FPSE) and is recognized by NASA as the “most 
reliable generation technology in history”.  When 
heated at the absorber, the FPSE transforms heat into a 
steady electrical output by using linear alternators and 
advanced heat exchanger designs within the 
harmonically resonating thermo-mechanical structure. 
The PowerGen design breakthroughs result in 
extremely reliable, long-life, virtually maintenance-free, 
quiet electricity generation.  
 

 

 

Further efficiencies can be realized by using waste heat (about 3 times the power rating) as a heat 

source for additional hot glycol. 

Technology Group 
Lighting and Utilities 

Site Applicability 

We provide power solutions to anyone requiring critical remote power solutions in response to AEP 

(Alberta Environment and Parks) regulations to create offsets usable under CCIR (Carbon 

Competitiveness Incentive Regulation) for advanced environmental compliance.  

Emissions Reduction and Energy Efficiency 
OilPro’s PowerGen technology can burn vent gas or propane to help address site emissions.  It uses a 
near-perfect blower-assisted stoichiometric ratio combustion process, which in turn creates electric 
power in the Stirling Engine’s built-in linear alternators. This power is used for any combination of: 

 Instrument air for pneumatic pumps and instruments (60-90 low bleed instruments) 

 site cathodic protection and pipeline ICCP 

 remote power generation 

 heat tracing/heaters/water tank heating  

 flow control 
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 metering 

 monitoring 

 lighting 

 actuators 

 pumps (10 gpm for 1,000-3,000’ or 2-5 gpm for 5,000’ well) 

 compression power for flowline pressure reduction 

 analytics 
 
Emissions reductions are realized through diversion of vent gas to the engine and by instrument air 
retrofits of fuel gas energized pneumatics.  This is especially evident at remote sites without easy access 
to grid power.  Major gains in efficiency are made by retrofitting on-site vented wellhead gas 
pneumatics with air systems, and/or straight conversion to electrical power without the need to tie into 
external electrical infrastructure. Significant torque available allows larger electrical systems to be 
powered compared to other remote power sources. Efficiency increases with colder weather.  The 
expected GHG reductions are: 

 Vent Gas Capture: 180 to 250 tCO2e / year 

 Instrument Air Pneumatics retrofits; 60 to 90 instruments: 1000 to 2000 tCO2e / year  
 

Economic Analysis 
Capital Cost: PowerGen is available in two power classifications (1200 W and 5650 W).  

Available options include: glycol heat trace, low temperature reliability, remote 
control and diagnostics, SCADA connectivity package:  
PowerGen 1200: $43,000 to $57,000 
PowerGen 5650: $57,000 to 71,000 
 
OilPro can supply PoweGen turnkey packages to facilitate your specific needs 
such as Instrument Air, glycol tracing, remote power hub, etc.   
 

Installation Cost: Installation of PowerGen requires either timers, piles or a gravel/concrete pad 
where costs vary widely depending on site conditions.    
Other installation costs are dependent on the application and vary based on 
site conditions and functional requirements.   
 

Operating Cost: $500 to $1200 per year depending on size and fuel gas price. 
 

Maintenance Cost:   The PowerGen engine has an 80,000 hr design life and the overall system 
requires no more than 1-2 hours of scheduled maintenance/year.  Expected 
maintenance costs are less than an average of $500/year. 
 

Carbon Offset Credits: PowerGen can be used as the power source in the following offsets protocol: 

 Quantification Protocol for Greenhouse Gas Emission Reductions from 
Pneumatic Devices   

 
Payback, Return on 
Investment and 
Marginal Abatement 

PowerGen’s most favorable economics are seen in remote power generation 
and compare very well to other generation, such as fuel cell or TEG options.   
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Cost: 

Reliability 
Expected Lifetime:  PowerGen engine is designed for 80,000 maintenance-free operational hours: 

at a NASA testing facility, units have run continuously for 13 years. 
 

Maintenance:  None to engine itself. One to two hrs/yr. of scheduled maintenance: clean air 
intake filter, check glycol level, periodic scheduled maintenance to glycol 
circulation system, blower, seals, onboard system battery. 

Safety 
PowerGen has a General Area classification, and can cope with onsite gas emissions without 
catastrophic failure. 

Regulatory 
Meets the following certifications and standards: 
cETLus UL2200 
CSA C22.2#100 
C22.2#14 
IP54 Enclosure rating 

Vendor Information 
Company Name:   OilPro Oilfield Production Equipment Ltd. 
Company Website: https://oilpro.ca/product/powergen/  
Product Website: https://remotepowergen.com/  
Contact Person: Olav Cramer 
Contact Phone#: +1 403 215-3373 
Contact Email: info@oilpro.ca  
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